
SAFETY N
US

PARENTAL TOOLKIT

“Leading the way to end systematic violence and
exploitation against children in the digital society”.



INTRODUCTION 

Where light prevails, shadows will be conjured from its existence, where there is good, evil will
linger as an opposing force, the two corelate and can not exist without the other, unfortunately
the same concept be related to the introduction of the internet. The internet has brought to the

world countless unprecedented benedictions for education, connectivity and production,
which have revolutionized the entire social fabric of the world but within it exists a dark

underbelly that threatens the well-being and safety of our youth. As a custodian it is crucial to
be aware of the negative impacts of the internet as well as to be knowledgeable of how to assist

your child when facing online violence.



6 Visible
Prominent
signs of
cyber
bullying
affecting
your child

1 .  Uneasy,  nervous grown resistance in attending school
This is  a  major warning sign as children manifests  an undesirable urge to be attentive in
School  or  your child is  uncomfortable with the school  environment and their  classmates.
Noticeable behaviours include children constantly ask to skip school  or  make calls  asking

2.  Nervous and jumpy behaviour when using social  media
Children normally exhibit  extremely anxious and unsettl ing behaviour about their  phone,

3.  Frustration or annoyance after going online
Witnessing your child display motions of  irritations,  disgruntlement and dissatisfaction
After using social  media is  very noticeable behaviour of  cyberbullying which could be
Encompassed by outbursts of  anger as a  response to the information seen on social

4.  Secretiveness about online activities and accounts
Children wil l  conceal  information pertaining their  social  media exploration which could

5.  Signs of  depression or anti-social  attitudes in children
If  your child seems extremely unhappy and usually prefers to be solitary frequently,  it

6.  Passing statements about suicide or making suicide attempts
This is  an immediate red f lag,  Suicidal  attempts could be your child frustration response
To online bullying and should not be taken l ightly.

To come home early.

Laptop or tablet  especial ly when parents are in view of  the device.

Media.

Be be a  sign of  online bullying,  as  they are afraid to speak out especial ly to parents.

Could be a  warning sign of  online bullying at  hand.



6 Best
ways to 
help your
Child in

 cases of
online

violence 

1. Listen to your child
 Encourage your child to talk about what's happening and listen without judgment.
Let them know that you believe them and that they are not alone.

2. Document the evidence
 Keep a record of any abusive messages, posts, or comments. This can be used as
evidence if you decide to report the abuse.

3. Report the abuse
 Report the abuse to the social media platform where it's happening. Most platforms
have a reporting system that allows you to report abusive content.

4. Block the abuser
 Block the abuser on all social media platforms and encourage your child to do the
same.

5. Talk to your child's schooI
If the abuse is happening between classmates, talk to your child's school about what's
happening. They may be able to help resolve the situation.

6. Get professional help
 Consider seeking professional help for your child if they are experiencing anxiety,
depression, or other mental health issues as a result of the abuse.



Mostly used Social media platforms to be
aware of as a parent

whatsapp ticktock facebook

twitter Instagram snapchat

pinterest linkedin youtube


